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1. INTRODUCTION 
This is the first of a series of papers whose aim is to discuss the 
values of various L-functions at s = 1. We will ultimately discuss, at 
least conjeeturally, general abelian L-series and even Artin L-series 
but in this paper it seems reasonable to treat the function that led to these 
investigations. 
Let then 
1 ~,  x(Q(m, n)) 
L(s, x, Q) = ~ ~.~ Q(m, n) ~ ' 
where E'  means that the pair (m, n )= (0, O) is excluded from the 
summation, 
Q(m, n) =am 2 + bmn + cn 2, a >0,  d = b 2 -4ac  <0,  
a, b, c, are integers, and X = Xk is a primitive real character (mod ] k [) 
given by the Kronecker symbol 
x~(n) = (k/n). 
To simplify things, we will assume throughout that 
(k, d) = 1 
* Supported in part by Air Force Office of Scientific Research grant AF -AFOSR-  
69-1712. 
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and 
d < --4. 
It is known [9] that L(s, X, Q) is an entire function of s and it even 
satisfies a functional equation. 
When d is the discriminant of a complex quadratic field, the number 
L(1, X, Q) has been very important in class-number problems. One 
reason for this is a relation which goes back to Heilbronn [4], 
ZL(,,  x, Q) - r(,, x,3L(,, x~), 
O 
where the sum is over a complete set of h(d) primitive inequivalent 
forms of discriminant d. Thus from Dirichlet's class-number formula, 
2rr lo . r  h(eg)h(kt)~;~x ~L(1,  X, Q) - ~-~d~ ~' ~g J' (1) 
o Ik 
whereg  = 1, t - - - -d i f  k >0;g  =d,  t = 1 if k <0;  c~=3,  2, 1 
according as ht = --3, - -4  or is less than --4, and %~ and h(kg) are the 
fundamental unit and class-number of Q(v /~)  respectively. 
Recently [11, Theorem 2], a generalization of (1) has appeared which 
is also based on Dirichlet's class-number formula. It sums over all forms 
in a given genus G, 
L(1, x, Q) = 2,.~1 h I V/Id~ log H %$' ], (2) 
OeG q,~ 
where the product is over all discriminants of quadratic fields g and t 
(for this purpose g or t = l is allowed) such that gt --- d and hg > 0. 
There are 2 r-1 such pairs g, t, where r is the number of distinct prime 
factors of d, and each such pair gives rise to a genus character X~,t. 
The number inside the logarithm (or its cube or square if k = --3 
or --4) in (2) is a unit in the genus field of Q(~/d) with ~/k adjoined. 
In the case that there is only one class per genus, we have evaluated each 
individual L(1, x, Q) from (2) and the genus field in this case is also the 
absolute class field of Q(~/d). This leads us to conjecture that for general 
field discriminants d, L(1, X, Q) can be evaluated in terms of a unit 
in the absolute class field of Q(~/d) with ~/k adjoined. This is in fact true 
and our method leads to a result even for nonfundamental discriminants 
(including those that are --3 and - -4 times a square). 
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THEOREM 1. Under the assumptions that Q(x,y)  is a primitive 
quadratic form, d < -4 ,  (k, d) = 1, we have 
23T 
L 
L(1, ~, Q) 24[ k I ~v /~ log 4, (3) 
where • is a unit in some algebraic number field. 
To determine the field containing •, let 
j(z) = {1 + 240 Z~l  (Zal~ da)q~} ~ ~ q_~ .. = e2~i~ 
]~=~ (1 -- (4) 
q ~ q~)24  +744+196884q+ .,q . 
THEOREM 2. The unit ~ of Theorem 1 is in Re(Q(Vd, ~/k, 
j(b -+- ~/d)/2a))}, a _field which is of degree 2h(d) over Q and independent 
of the primitive form Q. 
It is reasonable to split our result into two parts since just the fact 
that • is a unit already has applications. Further, the proof splits naturally 
into two parts also. It is just as easy to prove Theorem 1 by the theory of 
quadratic forms as by ideal theory and we have done so here. This is no 
longer true for Theorem 2 and there a proof by quadratic forms would 
be very artificial indeed. A minor innovation in Theorem 2 consists in 
the elimination of a factor of h(d) from the denominator in (3) but 
further improvements are probably still possible. Indeed, when k ~ --3 
or --4, one may conjecture that the factor of 24 may be eliminated from 
the denominator, i.e., that e is the 24th power of a unit in the same 
field. Besides (1) and (2), the only support for this conjecture is stated 
(without proof) in Theorem 5 of [10] where we find that for k ~ 8, 
Q(x,y)  =x  24-xy -? ( ( [d [4 -  1)/4)y 2, ]d[ ~3(mod8) ,  that • is a 
48th power and more exactly, ms E 8 • is a 96th power in the same field. 
We will proceed by means of Kronecker's first limit formula [8]. 
We could also proceed by means of Kronecker's econd limit formula and 
then, in fact, the results of Ramachandra [7] would almost instantly give 
the slightly weaker result that •~h(a) is a unit in the desired field where 
r m k 2 Iqpll~J (1 - -p- l ) (1 -- xa(p)p-1). However, the second limit 
formula involves more complicated functions than the first and makes a 
direct proof of our theorem more complicated than the present proof. 
This paper is almost self contained. Most of the results on quadratic 
forms and ideals that we will need are given in Sections 2 and 7 (together 
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they make up half of this paper; they are included because it is very 
difficult to find this material today). The major results that we will use 
without proof concern the properties of the j-function and its values. 
The rare reader who is already familiar with complex multiplication 
(as given by Deuring [2] in particular) will be aware of the fact that this 
paper could be considerably shortened by more liberal quoting. It is my 
aim in this paper to illustrate some of the classical techniques used in 
the theory of complex multiplication for those who may not have seen 
them. 
2. SOME ELEMENTARY RESULTS ON QUADRATIC FORMS 
We are going to split the form Q(x, y) into several forms of discriminant 
dk 2 (in the terminology of ideals, we are going to split one class of ideals 
into several ring classes). In this section, we give the details of how this 
may be done. Several of the lemmas are true for d = --3 and --4 and 
this is noted in their statements. 
From the form Q(x ,y )  of discriminant d and a 2-by-2 matrix of 
integers M of determinant f > 0, we define the form Qu(X, I/-) of 
discriminant df  2 by replacing x, y in Q by 
(y, x) = (Y, X)M. (5) 
Capital Roman letters, other than Q, S, X, Y, will usually denote 
2 × 2 matrices of integers with positive determinant. We will adopt the 
following notation throughout. 
Q(x, y) = ax 2 q- bxy + cy ~ = a(x -I- Oy)(x q- Oy), Im 0 > 0, 
OM(X, Y)  = aMX 2 4- bMXY q- cMY 2 = aM(X q- OMY)(x q- OMY), Im 0 M > 0. 
In particular, we see that 
aM = a(tMo + uM)(t~O + uM), 
(6) 
rMO ÷ SM 
0 M = MO - -  tMO @~M 
It is to have the nice form of (6) that motivated the strange order in (5). 
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Finally, it should be noted that 
We denote the full modular group (that is, all 2-by-2 matrices of 
integers with determinant 1) by F. The usual definition of equivalence 
of forms is that 0 and (2' are equivalent if and only if there is an element A
of F such that Q~ -- Q'. For any M, we see that if A is in/1, then O~ is 
equivalent to ~)A~ = (Q~)A, and this leads us to define an equivalence 
relation among matrices: we say that the matrices M and N are equivalent 
if and only if there is an element A of F such that M -- AN.  Equivalent 
matrices have the same determinant. There are five basic facts about 
equivalent matrices that we will need. 
LEMMA 1. >t matrix M of determinant f is equivalent to a unique 
matrix of the form (~ 4) with ru = f and 0 <~ s < u. 
This lemma is trivial and the proof is left to the reader. If gM is the 
greatest common divisor of the elements of M, i.e., gM = (r~, s~f, t~, u~), 
then clearly g~r --- ga~ if M and N are equivalent. We will be interested 
in those matrices M with g~ = 1. We define S l ( f )  to be the set of all 
2-by-2 matrices of integers with determinantf  > 0 and relatively prime 
(not necessarily in pairs) entries. Thus, S~( f )  contains everal complete 
classes of matrices of determinant f (and in fact all of them i f f  is square 
free); we let I S l ( f ) l  denote the number of equivalence classes in S~(f ) .  
Equivalence of matrices was defined by multiplication of matrices 
by elements of /1  on the left. For multiplication on the right by F we 
have 
LEMMA 2. F acts as a transitive permutation group on the classes of 
Sl( f ) by multiplication on the right. 
Proof. It is obvious that multiplication by elements of F on the right 
permutes the classes of S l ( f )  among themselves. For the transitivity 
part, it suffices to show that if M is in S l ( f )  , then there is an element B
of F such that MB is in some preassigned class. We take this preassigned 
class to be that of (0 f 0) since this is the class used in our applications. 
Thus, after Lemma 1, if (r, s, u) = 1 and ru =f ,  it suffices to find 
matrices A and B of F such that A(~ ~)B = (0 ~ ~). For this purpose, let 
(r, s) = sl,  and then set r = rlsas2, where (r l ,  s) = 1 and if a prime 
p ]sz, then p ] s. Since (r~, sl) = 1, there is a number k such that 
k ~ 0(modrl)  , k ~ l (modh) .  With this value of k, we have 
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(r, s4 -hu)  = 1 since p [ r ,  p l s  implies pd 'u  and pd 'k  while p l r ,  
p4"s implies p[h .  Hence, there are integers g and h such that 
rh -- (s 4- hu)g = 1. Now, 
are in F and 
LEMMA 3. I f  f = f lf2 with (f~, f~) -- 1 and M ~ S l ( f ) ,  then there 
exist matrices M 1 and M2 of determinants f l  and f2 respectively such that 
M = MxM 2 . The class of M2 lies in $1(f2 ) and is uniquely determined 
by M; in fact it depends only on the class of M. The matrix M 1 is in Sx(fl); 
however, this decomposition is possible with M1 being in any given class 
of S~(f~). 
Proof. That  3//1 and M 2 must be in S~(fx ) and S~(fz) is obvious 
and need not be further mentioned. By Lemmas 1 and 2, there are 
matrices A and B in F such that AMB ~ (:o o). Hence for all C in F 
= (0:10) lI (o  ).11 
which gives a decomposition of the required type and, thanks to 
Lemma 2, shows that the class of 3,/1 is indeed arbitrary. Thus, it 
remains to show that the class of M 2 depends only on the class of M. 
Suppose D c F and DM = MIM 2 with M 1 E Sl(fl), M 2 e Sl(f~ ). If  
we can show that MzB is in the class of (0:, o), then M2 will be in the fixed 
class of (o :. °)B-l, and we will be done. By Lemma 1, we may choose 
C e F such that 
(: 'I, ,. =i., o_<, <.. CM2B 
k, I I  U / 
Thus, 
If  we put AD-1M1 C-1 = (~: ~,), "" then t' = 0 and, hence, uu' = 1 and 
since u > 0, we have u ~- 1, s = 0 and then r = f2- Hence, M2B is 
indeed in the class of (o :~ o). 
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L:EMMA 4. / f f  =f f f~  with (A , f z )  = 1 andM¢, 1 <~i ~ I &(f l) l ;  
Nj ,  1 <~ j <~ [ Sa(f2)[ give a complete set of class representatives of 
S~(f~) and Sa(fa), respectively, then the M~Nj, l <~i <-~l Sa(fl)l, 
1 ~< j ~< I S~(f2)[ give a complete set of class representatives of Sa( f  ). In 
particular, [Sa( f )[ is a multiplicative function o f f  and 
Proof. If 
] S~(f)l =fH  (1 +p-~). (7) 
rl," 
,qir  (; :)= (;1 s:) 
with (ra,  Sa, U l )= (t2,  s2, u2)= l ,  f lu a =f  l ,  Y2U2 = f2 ,  then 
(r, s, u) = 1 also. Otherwise, we would have a prime p [ (r, s, u) and then 
P l f j , j  = 1 or 2, sayp] fa .  But then (p, fz) = 1 and, hence, from 
P l rar2 and p I uau2 we have p [ r l ,  p ] u a and then from p [ s -- ras 2 + sau ~ 
and (p, uz) -- 1 we have p [ s a which contradicts (ra, sa, ua) = 1. Thus, 
the matrices MiN j are all in Sl ( f ) .  Further, by Lemma 3, every matrix 
of Sa( f )  is equivalent o one of the MiN j and hence it remains to show 
that the M¢Nj are inequivalent. If MiN j = AMi ,N£ with A c / ' ,  then 
by Lemma 3 again, Nj is equivalent o N£ and, hence, they are equal by 
their definition. Therefore, M i = AM i, and thus M i = M~, and the 
M~Nj are inequivalent. 
Hence, I Sa(/)[ is multiplicative. By using the class representatives 
given by Lemma 1, we see that 
U 
[ sa(f)l = ~ ~T¢( ( r ,  u)), 
In particular i f f  --~ pa, a prime power, then 
(8) 
t l a =0 I Xa(f)l = p÷l  a= 1 
[pa +p~-X(1 --p-~) + ' +p(1 - -p- i )  + 1 a > 1 
=pa(1 +p-a)  (a/> 1) 
and (7) follows. Note that if our goal were only to prove (7), then it is 
clear directly from (8) that ] Sa( f )  [ is multiplicative since rlu a =f  l ,  
r2u2 = f2, ( f l , f2) = 1 implies 
((T1, Ul) , (r2, u2) ) = 1 and (r~, Ul)(f2, u2) = (T, U). 
6o7/7/3-7 
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LEMMA 5. Suppose that (m, n , f )  = 1. Then there is a unique class 
of matrices M of determinant f such that the solutions in X,  Y of 
(n, m) = (Y, X )M are integers. This class of M is in S I ( f  ). 
Proof. A completely independent proof is easily given but it is 
quicker to use Lemma 3. Let (m, n) =g so that (g , f )  : 1. We first 
note that there exist integers w, z such that nw --  mz = gf. I f  w 1 , z 1 
is one such pair, then all pairs are given by w = w 1 + tm/g, z = z 1 + tn/g 
with integer t and in all cases (n, m, w, z) : 1. In other words 
(; ;)= :1) 
is in Sl(gf) .  By Lemma 3 there are matrices M 1 in Sl(g ) and M~ in 
31(f) such that 
(n m ) = M1M~. 
~1 Wl 
Then Ma is an example of a matrix M of the lemma with the top row of 
M 1 giving the integers Y, X.  
Now if M has determinant f and X and Y are integers such that 
(n, m) = (Y, X )M,  then, since (g , f )  = 1 andf (Y ,  X) = (n, m) ( fM -1) 
also, we have (Y, X) = (m, n) = g. Hence, there are integers u and v 
such that uY- -vX  = g, and this gives us (z and w being integers 
defined from the product) 
with nw -- mz = fg. Hence, for a properly chosen integer t, 
(;1 °mlt=  I]M 
Since (Y, X )  ~-g, the matrix in brackets is a matrix of integers of 
determinant g and by Lemma 3, M is in the class of M2 • 
We have seen that equivalent matrices M and N give rise to equivalent 
quadratic forms QM and QN, and it is tempting to say that for d < --4, 
the converse must also be true. This, however, is false as shown by the 
following example with d = --31, f = 8: 
Q(x,y) =8x2+l13xy+400y ~, M= (80 1~ 01' N= (; ~). (9) 
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Here M and N are inequivalent but A = (49 -5~) transform Qn to 
QM :QAN = (QN)A = QM. However, QM and QN are not primitive 
forms of discriminant f2d. The next lemma is a preliminary for the 
important fact that for primitive QM and QN, the forms are equivalent 
if and only if the matrices are equivalent. 
Let Qj(xj , y~) -- aj(xj + Ojyj)(xj - /  O~yj) (j = 1, 2) be positive 
definite forms and lm Oj > O. 
LEMMA 6. Two positive definite forms Q1, Q2 of the same discriminant 
(--3 and --4 allowed) are equivalent if and only if 01 and O~ are equivalent 
under 1". 
Proof. I f  Q1 and Q2 are equivalent, hen there is a matrix A = (i ~) 
in f '  such that (Y2, xz) = (Y l ,  Xl)d transforms Qz to Q1 and hence, 
QI( x, Y) Q2(UX1 ~-- syl ,  tX 1 -]- Fyl) - -  agl('t/X1 "~ syl) ~- (tX 1 ~- 7yl)O 2 12 
rO 2 + s 2, 
= a2 ] tO 2 _t_ u 12 • xl -v lO 2 @ ig Yl 
and, since det A > 0, this implies 01 = dO 2 . Conversely, if 01 -- AO 2 , 
then (Y2, x2) = (Y l ,  xl)A transforms Q2 to a21 tO 2 q- u ]2 a~lQ1, and, 
since az[ tO 2 + u ]~ al ~ is positive and Q1 and Qz have the same discrimi- 
nant, a2l tOz q- u 12 a~ -1 = 1 and the lemma is proved. 
LElVIMA 7. Suppose M and N are matrices of determinant f > 0. 
I f  either QM(X, Y) or QN(X, Y) are primitive forms of discriminant df 2, 
then they are equivalent i f  and only i f  M and N are equivalent (note 
d < --4). 
Proof. We have seen that M and N equivalent imply QM and QN 
are equivalent. Suppose that QM and QN are equivalent (and, hence, 
both are primitive). Then 0 M = MO, 0 u = NO, and by Lemma 6, OM 
and O N are equivalent under P. Thus, there is a matrix A in / "  such that 
OM = AOz¢ = ANO = ANM-1MO = ANM-IOM . 
Set fANM -1 = (~ ~). Then r, s, t, u are integers, ru -- st = f2 and 
= s)0  
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If t 7 ~ 0, this gives 0 M as a root of 
tX  2 + (u -- r )X -- s = O, 
OM = r -- u :~ ~/(u -- r) 2+4st  = (r -- u) ~ ~V/(u + r) 2 -4 f  2 
2t 2t 
But since QM(X, Y )  is a primitive form, this equation must be a multiple 
of the equation QM(X, - -1 )  = 0 and, hence, the discriminant must 
satisfy 
(u + r) "~ -- 4f 2 ~ df ~ 
which is impossible for d < --4. Hence, t = 0, and, since 0 M is irrational, 
s =0,  r =u,  andthus 
fANM -1 = rI. 
Comparing determinants, r = 4 - f  and therefore 
(~A)N M 
which proves the 1emma since ±A is in F. 
Suppose det M = f, Q is primitive and QM(X, Y )  = gQ'(X,  Y).  As 
expected, if g > 1, then (f, g) > 1, and, in fact, we have g I f  2. To see 
this, let (Y,  X )  = (y',  x ' ) ( fM-1) .  This gives 
gQ'(X, Y)  = O(fx',fy') ~- f2Q(x', y'), 
and, since Q is primitive, shows that g I f  2. For our application in 
Section 3 this means that if det M = I k [ and QM(X, Y )  is not primitive, 
then X(QM(X, Y))  ~- 0 for all X, Y. In particular, if M is not in $1( I h I), 
then X(QM(X, Y))  = 0 for all X, Y. Let S( f ,  Q) denote those matrices M 
of determinant f such that QM is primitive. The particular set S(I h I, Q) 
will sometimes be denoted by S in later sections. Here again S( f ,  Q) 
contains several complete equivalence classes of matrices and we let 
[ S(f, Q)[ denote the number of these. By definition, S l ( f )  D S( f ,  Q), 
and the example of (9) gives a case where L S I ( f )  I > I S( f ,Q)[ .  That 
example further shows that S( f ,Q)  depends on Q since (0 s 0) is in 
8(8, Q'), where Q'(x, y) = x ~ 4- xy 4- 8y 2 is equivalent o Q. 
LEMMA 8. The value of IS ( f ,  Q)] depends only on f and d, and, in 
fact, (d < --4) 
Ls(f,Q)I = f IJi1 (1 - (p) p-l). (lO) 
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Proof. We take first the case that f is a prime power, f = p~. After 
Lemma 1, we will consider QM with M in one of the three forms: 
$ 
(i) M= (10 p~), 
" S 
(ii) M= (P 0' pk), 
(iii) M=(Po  ~ 01). 
O<~s<p *~, 
O<~s <p k, j+k=n,  O<j<n,  
As noted after the proof of Lemma 7, since ~ is primitive, Ou  will be 
primitive if and only if p ~ (aM, bM, cM). Thus, it suffices to examine 
QM(mOd p). Here, we have in the above three cases: 
(i) ~M(X, Y) ~ (as ~ + bs + c)Y 2 
(ii) QM(X, Y) =~ as2Y 2 (modp), 
(iii) Q~(X, Y )~ aX 2 (rood p). 
(modp), 
From this and the conditions on s, we see that i fp 4 a, then 
(()) ]S(p~ Q)[ =p~- i  (p _ 1 - + Z P~-I(P - 1) + 1 
while i fp ] a so that (dip) = (b2/p) = 1 i fp ~" b and 0 i fp ] b (and, hence, 
p ] b if and only if p ] d and then p ~" c), 
, S(p%0) I =pn-1 (p _ (~_)) +0 +0 = p~ (1 -  (~_)p-1).  
In any event, this proves the lemma whenf  = p*~. 
The proof for general f is now easy; to avoid notational problems, 
we given an inductive proof. For this purpose, since the lemma is true 
for prime powers, it suffices to show that if it is true for f l  and f2 with 
( f l , f2)  = 1, then it is true for f = flf'~ • By Lemma 4, if M~, 1 ~< i ~< 
I S~(fl)[, and N j ,  1 ~< j ~< [ $1(f2)] , give a complete set of representatives 
of Sl(f l  ) and $1(f2), respectively, then the MiN j give a complete set of 
representatives of S l ( f ) .  Clearly QM, N; is primitive if and only if first 
Q~j is primitive and then (QNj)~r, is primitive. By hypothesis, exactly 
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f2 l~iolY 2 (1 - -  (d/p)p -1) of the QNj are primitive and for a fixed primitive 
Quj,  exactly f~ I~plll (1 -  (df~/p)p -1) of the (Q~v)M, are primitive. 
Hence, exactly 
f2 iolI]y 2 (1- (~--)p-l) "fl ~ (1- (~)p-l) = fill/ (1 --(~--)p-l) 
of the QM, N~ are primitive and this proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 9 (True for d = --3 and --4 also). I f  Q is primitive and 
n is a given positive integer then there exists a form 
Q'(x, y) ~- a'x 2 + b'xy q- c'y 2 
equivalent to Q, such that (a', n) = 1. I f  n z ] d and din ~ is a discriminant 
(this is automatic if n is odd), then Q' may be further chosen so that 
n lb ' ,n2]c  '. 
Proof. The first part of the lemma follows from the deep fact that 
Q(x, y) represents infinitely many primes. However, we may easily 
avoid this result. By Lemma 8, I S(n, Q)I > 0 and thus there is a matrix 
M in Sl(n ) such that QM(X, Y) is primitive. By Lemmas 1 and 2, there 
exist A and B in -P such that AMB = (~ o). Then Q' ~ QB-1 has 
(a', n) = 1. To see this, we note that 
Q'AMB = Q~MBB-1 = QAM = (QM)A 
is equivalent o QM and is hence primitive. But 
Q~MB(X, U) = a'X 2 q- b'nXY -~ c'n2Y 2 
and thus (a', n) = 1. 
If now n 2 [ d and din 2 is a discriminant, then 2 In  implies 21 b' and, 
hence, there is an integer t such that 
(O(mod n) 
b' q- 2a' t ~ lO(mod 2n) 
(n(mod 2n) 
if n is odd, 
if n is even, 
if n is even, 
din 2 =-- 0(mod 4), 
din ~ =_ l(mod 4). 
Put Q"(x, y) - Q'(x q- ty, y) = a"x 2 if- b"xy q- e" yL Then Q" is equiva- 
lent to Q' and thus to Q, a" = a' so that (a', n) = 1 and n I b" = b' q- 2a't. 
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Finally, 
,o.c. 
n 2 n 2 
Thus, if n is odd, we have n 2 [ c", while, if n is even, we have 4a"c"/n ~ =~ 
0(mod 4) and again n 2 I c". 
LEMMA 10 (True for d =- -3  and - -4  also). Suppose Q' is a 
primitive form of discriminant df 2. Then there exists a primitive form 
Q of discriminant d and a matrix M (in S(f ,  Q)) such that QM = Q'. 
Further, if Q(1) has discriminant d and N has determinant f and Qa) is 
equivalent to Q M , then Qm is equivalent to Q. 
Proof. By Lemma 9, there is an ACF  so that Q~ has the form 
Q~(X, Y) = aX ~ + bfXY + cf2Y 2. (ll) 
Let Q(x,y) = ax 2 -kbxyq-cy  2. Then, with F = (0 ~ 0), 
satisfies the first part of the lemma since 
M = A-1F 
For the second part of the lemma, we are given a form Q(1) of discriminant 
d, a matrix N of determinant f, and a matrix B in F such that 
Q (1) 
and we wish to show that Q (1) is equivalent to Q. We note that 
Q = ( (~BM)(BM)_ I  ((3(1)~ t'q(1) k '~N ]M-1B -1 ~ }~M-1B-1N " 
Further, M-1B-1N has determinant 1, and, thus, it suffices to show that 
M-1B-1N is a matrix of integers. Since Qa) is equivalent to Q', Q~) is 
primitive, and, thus, Qa) is primitive and N is in S(f ,  Q(1))c s l ( f ) .  
Therefore, by Lemmas 1 and 2, there are matrices C and D in F such that 
N = CFD. Now 
M-1B 1 N = F-1AB-1CFD. 
Let AB-1C = (~ 2). We will show that f  [ s. Once this is accomplished, 
F-1AB-1CF = (t) s/1~ will already have integral coefficients and we will u/  
be done. 
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Put 
so that 
But 
Q~)(x, y) = a(1)x "~ + bmxy + ca)y 2, 
(Q~')~(X, Y) = a(1)X  2 + bmfXY + cmf2Y ~. (12) 
(1) {/'] (1)~ t-I (1) t'] (i) (0(1)~ , 
[(QD )F](~ ~) = ,~D 'AB-lCF = "ZAo-~c~-v = ZAB-'JV = ,~v  ,AB-1 = (Q'B)AB-~ 
! 
= [(Q;)~_~]~ Q~ (13) 
and thus from (11) and (12) we see that 
am(uX @ sY) 2 + b<~)f(uX + sY)(tX + rY) + cmf2(tX + rg) z 
: aX  ~ + b fXY  + cf2Y ~. 
Equating the coefficients of X ~ and XY on both sides gives 
ainu 2 ~ a(mod f ) ,  
2amus ~ 0(modf). (14) 
Since Qh is primitive, (a , f )=  1, and, thus, from (14), (u , f )=  1 
(and (am,f)  = 1). Hence, i f f  is odd, thenf l  s. However, for evenf  we 
are not quite done. If f is even, then the coefficients of XY on both 
sides give 
2amus + b(1)f(ur -? st) =-- bf(rnod 2f). 
But b ~-  4ac : d : b (112- 4amc m and, hence, b m -- b(mod2). 
Further, ur + st = 1 @ 2st, and, thus, bmf(ur  + st) =~ bf(mod 2f). 
Hence, 2amus ~ 0(mod 2f) and s ~ 0(modf). This completes the 
proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 10 is also false without the primitivity conditions. In the first 
part, if Q'(x, y) = 5(x ~ @ 2y~), then there is no Q of discriminant --8 
and M of determinant 5 such that QM ~ Q'. For the second part, let Q 
andf  be chosen such that I S( f ,  Q)] /> 2. If M and N are inequivalent 
matrices of S( f ,  Q), then QM and QN are inequivalent and 
Q' = (QM),M-1 = (9~),N-1 
can be derived from two inequivalent forms of the same discriminant. 
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Incidentally, we see from Lemmas 8 and 10 that for d < --4, 
h(f")=k(')i~(1--(~)p-'), 
a result which is usually derived analytically from Dirichlet's evaluation 
of L(1, Xs2a). 
3. KRONECKER'S L IMIT FORMULA FOR .L(s, X, Q) 
Kronecker's first limit formula [8] says that for Im z > 0, 
s-~l .... (m + nz)(m @ n2) s 1 
= C -- 2rr log[x/--i(z -- 2)] ~?(z)lz], 05) 
where C is a constant and 7/(z) is Dedekind's q-function, 
~(z) = ql/2~ f i  (1 - -q~) q = e 2~. 
To apply this formula to L(s, X, Q), we will break the form Q up into 
several forms of discriminant k2d. 
LEMMA 11. We have 
i Z' x(Q.(X, Y)) 
r(s, x, Q) = Y~ 5 Q,~(x, Y)~ 
MESlClk l) X , r  
where the first sum on the right is over one member from each class in 
S1( I k 3- 
Proof. I f  g(Q(m, n)) @ 0, then certainly (m, n, k) = 1. The result 
is therefore an immediate consequence of Lemma 5. 
If M s S([ h [, Q), then, by changing to an equivalent matrix, we may 
assume that QM is a primitive form of dicriminant dh 2 whose leading 
coefficient aM is relatively prime to h. We then have, for even dk 2, 
]dk2[ y2 aMQM(X, Y) = (aMX + ½bMY) 2+ 
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and, for odd dk 2, 
4aMQM(X, Y) = (2auX + bMY) 2 + I dh 2 IY 2 
and, hence, in each case, 
X(QM(X, Y ) )= IX(; u) 
if (QM(X, Y),k) = 1 
if (QM(X, Y), h) =/= 1. 
Thus, ifQM is primitive, then, for every (X, Y) such that (QM(X, Y),k)-= 1 
(and these exist), X(QM(X, Y)) has the same value. We define XM to be 
this common value; it is unchanged if M is replaced by an equivalent 
matrix. 
LEMMA 12. We have 
1 , X L(s, x, Q) = Y xM " Y QM( , 
M~S' X,Y 
where the first sum on the right is over one member from each class in 
S = S(I h i ,Q).  
Pro@ As we noted between Lemmas 7 and e, i fdetM = [h i  and 
QM(X, Y)  is not primitive, then X(QM(X, Y)) = 0 for all X, Y. Thus, 
we see from Lemma 11 that 
1 
L(s, X, Q) = ~ XM " ~ ~" QM(X, Y)-~. (16) 
MES X, Y 
(OM(X, g) ,k )= l  
Hence our problem is one of removing the side condition in (16) that 
(QM(X, Y), k) = 1. 
By Lemma 9, we may assume that each M has been chosen such that 
(a M , k) = 1, k [ b M, k~ [ CM . Thus, (QM(X, Y), h) = (X 2, k), a number 
which is greater than 1 if and only if (X, h) > 1. Let us consider those X 
with (X, h) = f > 1 and set X = fx, ] k [ = fg. For all Y, we then have 
If  we define 
~ [  CM __  gy2  QM(X,Y)=f2(aMx2+ gxY+ k2g ). 
CM a~a~2 QM.g(x,y) = aMx 2 + gxy + k~ ~ , , 
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then QM,a is a primitive form of discriminant dg 2 and (x, g) = l if 
and only if (Qm,a(x, y), g) = 1 for all y. Thus, to remove the condition 
(QM(X, Y), k) = 1 in (16), it suffices to show that for eachf l  k , f  > 1, 
we have 
XM ~ QM,~Cx, y) -~ = O, (17) 
M~S X,Y 
(OM,g(x,Y),g)=I 
where again ] k ] = fg. 
We note that, with 
we have 
(o . = o). = (1 ,o o). 
QM = (Q~.,)~, Q~.~ = (Q~.~)o 
and, in particular, (QM,1)K ~ QM" Thus, by Lemma 10, QM,1 is 
equivalent to Q and, hence, each QM,g is of the form QN with N E S(g, Q). 
Given an NE S(g, Q) several (exactly f I l~j~ (1 - (dg2/p)p -1) by 
Lemmas 8 and 10) of the Qi,a are equivalent to QN and, by Lemma 10 
again, the left side of (17) may be written as 
z xM) z' 
NES'(g,O) MES "x,y 
QM,gNQN ( QN(~,Y),g)=I 
where Q ig  ~'~ QN means QM,a is equivalent to QN- Thus, to prove (17), 
it suffices to show that if N E S(g, Q), then 
F, XM =0" (18) 
MES 
OM,g ~ ON 
I f  QM,a is equivalent o Q~;, then there is an d in /" such that 
QM.a = (QN)A and then QM = [(QN)A]F = (QN)F. • As we run through 
those M with QM,~ ~ QN, FA runs through a complete set of represen- 
tatives of S(f, QN)- Suppose x, y are such that x(Q~(x, y)) @ 0. Then, 
(x, y , f )  = 1 and thus, by Lemma 5, there is a unique class of matrices 
R in Sl ( f )  such that the equation (y, x )= (Y,X)R has integer 
solutions in X, Y. Then, QN(x,y)= (QN)R(X, Y) and, as we have 
previously noted, X(QN(X, y)) ~ 0 implies that (QN)R is primitive. Thus, 
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we may choose R in its class to be one of the FA above. Then, (y, x) = 
(Y, N)R = (fY, X)A and, thus, On(x, y) = QM,g(X, fY )  = ~M(X, Y) 
and, hence, 0 @ X(QN(X, y)) = XM' Conversely, if (QM(N, Y), k) = 1, 
QM,¢ = (QN)A with d in _P and we define x, y by (y, x) ~ (fY, X)A, 
then Qn(X, y) = ~M(X, Y) and, hence, X(~N(x, y)) 7~ 0. When we note 
that the pairs (fY1, XI) and (fY2, X2) are congruent (mod ] k 1) if and 
only if Y~ ~ Y2(mod g), X~ --  X2(mod I k I), and X(OM(X, Y)) =/= 0 if 
and only if (X, k) = 1, we see that there are exactly g~(I k I) different 
pairs (x, y) (mod ] k I) such that a particular M and A give integer X, Y 
with (y, x) = (fY, X)A and X(On(X, y)) ~ O. Therefore, 
x(Q~(x, y)) = gg~(I k 1) ~ XM- (19) 
x,v(Inodlkl) M 
OM,g ~ ON 
This is a sum that we can attack. By [9,I, Theorem 1], 
[ 27ri 
o~x(Q(x, y)) = ~, x(Q(h,j)) exp I.[ k l (by --jx)], 
h,J(modlkl) 
where ] ~ ] = 1 (and in fact ~ = 1 but this is not necessary here). If we 
write hy - - jx  in the matrix form (y, x)(~}) and N in the form B(g °)C 
with B and C in F, then 
Y, x(Q~(x, y)) 
w,vlmodltcl) 
= ~ x(O(h,j)) ~ exp l~(y  , x)B (~ 1) C 
h,J(modLkl) a~,~(modlkl) 
= ~ x(Q(h,j)) ~, exp [~-~- tgY, x')C 
h,J(mod[kl) ~',y'(modll~[) , 
= k 2 ~ x(Q(h,J)), 
h,J,rnodlkl) 
I IH, ZcIJ 
where H and J are defined by C(_~}) = (7). Thus, all h and j occurring 
in the last sum are divisible by f and, thus, the last sum is 0. Thanks 
to (19), this proves (18) and hence the lemma. 
We can now apply Kronecker's limit formula. We have 
1 1 --i(OM --  OM) ~8 
2" QM( X, Y)-~ = ~ [--aMi( OM -- 0zq)] ~ Z" ( (X  q2 ~) (~ ~ ~YOM)-] " 
X,Y  X ,Y  
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Here, if det M = ] k 1, then 
i(OM --  OM) - -  - -  
~/I dk~l I k I ~/T-d- 
aM al tMO @ Ill M [ 2 
and hence, by Kronecker's limit formula (15), 
lims_~l ~, QM( , y)-s (I k I ~ /~)  -~ [ s - -1  ~ - +C 
X,Y  
_ 2~- I kl ~ ~/~ 
,°g [( ,l ], ) i (20) 
The q-function transforms with a 24-th root of unity which we 
prefer to avoid. To do this, we set A(z )  = ~7(z) 24, and this is what is 
responsible for the factor of 24 in the denominator of (3) in our theorems. 
If A = (~ ~) c/1, then 
~(Az) = (t~ + u)~2 A(z), (22) 
a result which can be derived from (15) (see [8]). We will also write 
A(z )  in the "homogeneous form": If Im(z l / ze )  > 0, we set 
In the homogeneous form, (21) becomes 
and we have the additional property 
We summarize (21) or (22) and (23) by saying that the A-function is a 
modular form of dimension 12. 
LEMMA 13. We have 
L(1, x, Q) - 
7r 
(24) 
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Proof. The proof of Lemma 12 contains a proof of the fact that 
XM = 0 (25) 
MaS 
(set f = [ k ]) and hence when we combine (20) for all the M e S, the 
pole term will cancel (in fact since L(1, X, Q) is known to be finite, (25) 
also follows from (20) and Lemma 12). Furthermore, (25) allows us to 
insert or delete numbers independent of M from all of the logarithms 
(a fact that we will make much use of). Thus, the lemma follows from 
(20) and Lemma 12. 
A comment should be made about Lemmas 12 and 13. In ideal terms, 
the numbers X~f = XM,O as M and Q vary are the values of a character X
on a ring class group and the argument leading to (18) may be replaced 
by an argument based on the fact that X is a primitive ring class character. 
The reader is referred to Meyer [6, pp. 23-31] for details. From the 
discussion of Section 9, we see that Lemma 13 may be derived from 
Meyer's results on Hecke L-series; however the class representatives in 
(24) are more suitable for our purposes than the ones that we would 
immediately get from his results. 
4. THE FUNCTIONS gA(z) 
The A-function is a modular form rather than a modular function. 
The proof of our theorems requires putting a value of the A-function 
(independent of M) in the denominator inside the logarithms of (24) 
so as to obtain the value of a modular function. This other value will 
differ according to our requirements, but in any event the functions will 
all have a common form which we study here. Let A be a matrix of 
integers of determinant f > 0. For z = Zl/Z ~ , Im z > 0, set 
gA(z) = f12 (2)) 
(2) 
This is homogeneous of degree 0 in z 1 and z~ and is thus a modular 
function which is clearly analytic in the upper half plane. Further 
gA,(z) = gA(z) for all matrices d '  equivalent to A. 
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The functions gA(z) play a key role in the modern formulations of the 
theory of complex multiplication by Hasse [3] and Deuring [2]. Our 
proofs will be modeled on theirs, but since our goals are more modest, we 
can affect a fair number of simplifications. 
Consider the product 
P(x, j(z)) = [I (x -- gA(Z)). (26) 
AeSI(Y) 
The numbers gA(z) are permuted among themselves when z is replaced 
by Bz  with B c/1. Hence, the coefficients of the powers of x in P(x, j(z)) 
(considered as a polynomial in x) are invariant under/1 and are analytic 
in the upper half plane and thus are polynomials inj(z). Thus, P(x, j(x)) 
is a polynomial in the two variables x and j(z). The key to everything 
that follows is that this polynomial has rational integer coefficients. 
This is a simple consequence of what has come to be known as the 
q-expansion principle which we apply here in a form suitable for this 
paper. 
LEMMA 14. Let h~(z) = z2~hj(~), j = 1, 2, be two modular forms 
of the same dimension w such that hl(z ) has no poles in the upper half plane 
and hz(z) no zeros. Suppose further that the Fourier expansions of the hi(z) 
about ioo are of the form 
oo 
- ~ (j) m 2~iz  hj(z) ~- q~ + ~ c~ q , q = e , 
where each ~"~J~ is a rational integer. Then for all f > O, 
1~ x - - f~ (27) 
is a polynomial in x and j(z) with rational integer coefficients. 
Proof. This product is a polynomial in x andj(z) for the same reason 
that P(x, j (z))  is a polynomial in x and j(z). I f  we can show that the 
q-expansion of the coefficients of x in this product have rational integer 
coefficients, then we will be done thanks to the form of the expansion of 
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j(z) (see (4)). By Lemma 1, we will pick the matrices A to be of the form 
(~ ~) with rs =f ,  0 ~< s < u, (r, s, u) = 1. Then, with ~ = e~/ l ,  
S Zl I°'1((; 
- 
m=nl+l 
Now, r~z~h~(~) -1 has a q-expansion with rational integer coefficients 
which are independent of s and thus, for fixed r and u, 
I S Z 1 1 I1 x-f  u z2 
(r, :,~0)~1 h2 (;12) 
(28)  
already has rational integer coefficients in the expansion in terms of x 
and qr/U since the factors are permuted among themselves when ~ is 
replaced by ~, (g , f )  = 1. Therefore, the expansion of (27) in x and q 
has rational integer coefficients also since it is a product over r and u 
of (28) (and since q-expansions are unique, the fractional powers of q in 
(28) cancel out in (27)). 
LEMMA 15. I f  co is in a complex quadratic field, Im ~o > O, and 
A ~ S l ( f )  , then gA(~o) is an algebraic integer which dividesf 1~. 
Proof. Sincej(~o) is an algebraic integer (see for example [12, p. 423]) 
and P(x,j(z)) ~ 7/[x,j(z)], it is clear that gA(co) is an algebraic integer. 
Let A' =fA  -1 which is also in S~(f) .  Then, gA(oJ) and gA,(Aco) are 
algebraic integers whose product is 
o) 
gA(to)gA,(Aw) = f~2 
tO 
f24 -- tO 
=f12 
and thus ga(co) I f  12. 
to 
• f12 60 
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5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Suppose det M = f. Since QM has discriminant df 2, we see that there 
is an integer e u such that 
a M ] 
where R = (lo ~)  and ~o = f (d  q- ~/d)/2. 
LEMMA 16. I f  M c S ( f ,  0) ,  then a~2[ gR(oJ)]~ is a unit. 
Proof. If B is in P, then we also have 
where T = (~SM --~BM). Further, BO M = BMO = OBM and thus 
~ (0;,)- ~(07) ' 
where ~ = tBO M A V U B E Q(~/d). Therefore, 
(o ~(~(~)) 
12 12 gR(co)gr(O~M) = aM a~M 
O3 ~(~) 
~(o~) 
12 
= a B M -  
~(°7) 
_12 ~- - lg  
6tBMg , 
From (29), (30), and (31), we see that 
~(T(°7)) 
and therefore the determinant of 
(~o~ o~ = 
6o7/7/3-8 
(31) 
(32) 
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yields 
~- aBMa;~ 1. 
We then find from (32) that 
I gR(~)? I gr(OBM)] ~ lZ  XZ - = aMaBM.  (33) 
By Lemma 15, I g~(~)l 2 and I g~(GM)I 2 are algebraic integers whose 
12 and 12 respectively. Hence, if prime ideal factors divide a M aBM, 
(aM, aBM)= 1, then a221 g~(~o)? and a~ I gB(OBM)I ~ are both units. 
To complete the proof, we note that by Lemma 9, there does indeed 
exist B ~ F such that (aM, aBM) = 1 (this is the only place we make use 
of M being in S(f ,  Q)). 
We may write the unit of Lemma 16 as 
aM~Z[ gR(~o)] z aM ~z 12 \ aM / aM 
= (a l  tMO -~- UM 12) -1~ 
Theorem 1 now" follows from Lemma 16 with f = I k[ since by 
Lemma 13 and (25) we have 
LO, x, Q) - 
"IT 
121 k l VI d l 
l°gl [al 
where each XM = ~1- 
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6. THE FIELD CONTAINING gM(O) 
As seen in (26), for M in S(f ,  Q), the numbers gM(O) are all roots in x of 
the equation P(x, j(O)) = 0. We define another polynomial in x and j(z) 
(which has rational integer coefficients by Lemma 14) 
R(x, j (z))  = R. (x , j (z ) )  - -  1~ (x --gA(z)j(Az)'~), (34) 
AESI(f) 
where n is a positive integer. For a given M in S(f, Q), gM(O) is a common 
root in x of the two equations 
P(x,j(O)) = O, R(xj(MO)'~,j(O)) = O. 
If gM(O) is the only common root, then we can find it by the Euclidean 
algorithm and show as a result that gM(O) E Q(j(0), j(MO)). This section 
is devoted to achieving and refining this goal. In this and later sections 
we will make use of more and more known results about the values of the 
j-function. At this point we need only the relatively mild 
LEMMA 17. I f  Q runs through a complete set of h( d) primitive inequiva- 
lent forms of discriminant d and for each Q, M runs through S(f, Q), then 
the h(df ~) numbers j(OM) are a complete set of conjugate algebraic numbers 
of degree h(df 2) over O. 
Proof. By Lemma 10, the forms QM run through a complete set of 
h(df 2) primitive forms of discriminant df 2. The result is now contained 
in the Erster Hauptsatz on p. 23 of Deuring [2] except it is phrased there 
in terms of ideals (see Lemma 27). Weber [12, Section 122] deduces 
this result in terms of quadratic forms. 
LEMMA 18. I f  ~ and ~ have positive imaginary parts and are in 
Q(~/d) (d -- --3 and --4 allowed) and j(~) = ~j(~?), where ~ is a root 
of unity, then ~ is equivalent o ~7 under F, and ~ = 1 except when 
j(3) = j(~) = O. 
Proof. I f  both sides are zero, then 8 and ~1 are equivalent to 
(--1 -~ ~/~33)/2 and hence to each other. So we may assume that both 
sides aren't zero and we may also assume that d is the discriminant of 
Q(~/d). Let the reduced quadratic equations for 3 and ~/ have 
discriminants df 2 and dg 2, respectively; we may further assume that 
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f )g  >/ 1. Then, by Lemma 17, one of the algebraic conjugates of 
J(~)lJ07) is j(S')/J(*l'), where 
3' -- --b +fC 'd  and 7' -- --b' +g ~/d 
2 2a' 
are in the fundamental domain for j (z ) ( - -1 ~ Re z < ½ and [ z ] > 1 
or z = e ~°, rr/2 ~< 0 ~< 27r/3) and b --  0 or 1 according as df 2 is even or 
odd. On the other hand, any conjugate ofj(3)/j(.q) is a conjugate of ~ and 
is hence a root of unity. Therefore, 
It now suffices to show that (35) implies b' = b, a' = 1, g ~- f  since 
then some conjugate ofj(~)/j(~) = ~ is 1 so that ~ = 1 and S and ~ are 
equivalent under F. 
The  idea of proof is that, in the fundamental domain for j(z), Ij(z)l 
increases with Im z and 
g 
2a' 2 
with equality if and only if a' = 1, g = f. Of course, there are difficulties 
since we may be dealing with z's having different real parts. From (4), 
we see that j(z) has an expansion of the form 
ao 
j(z) = q-1 + ~ c,~q~, q = e2,~% 
n=O 
with every % > 0. Thus, for y > 0, 
[j(x + iy)] ~ j(iy) (36) 
with equality if and only if x is an integer. Hence, if z is in the funda- 
mental domain of j(z) and Im z ~< 1, then, by the maximum modulus 
theorem, the fact that j is real on the boundary of the fundamental 
domain and increasing in absolute value as we move away from 
(--1 + @~3) /2 ,  and (36), we have [j(z)l ~j( i )  = 1728. Since 
3375 >1728 and 3 
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has been eliminated, this demonstrates that for Im ~7' ~ 1 we have 
] J(~')l ~ I J(8')l with equality if and only if ~' = 8' = i. 
Now assume that Im ~/' > 1. When b = 0, 
with equality if and only if ~7' = 8'. To  handle the case with b = l, let 
u = %/7/2 - -  1, v = e 2~u > 1. With q = e 2~I~y) > 0, we have 
oo 
--j(--½ + iy) --j(iy -- iu) ~- (1 -- v-1)q -1 -- ~ c~[v ~ -k (--1)']q ~. 
As y increases, q decreases and the right side increases. Hence,  for 
y ~/ ½ %/7, we have 
--j(--½ + iy)--j( iy - - iu )~ --j (--1 ~V/~77) - - j ( i )~-  3375-  1728 > 0. 
Therefore,  when b = 1 (so that df ~ ~ - -7  since - -3  has been eliminated), 
ij(8,)[ __j ( --1 + f ) > j ( f ~/~12 -- iu). 
I f  a' > 1, then (u < %/7/4) 
f V~ iu) < IJ(~')l 
while, if g < f,  then (u ~ %/3/2) 
both of which are contradictory. Therefore,  a' = 1 and g = f and hence 
b '= 0 or 1 and b' =~f~d ~ b(mod2)  so that b '= b. Therefore,  
= 1, j(8) = j(~) and 8 is equivalent o ~7 under  F. 
LEMMA 19. Let M~ be in S(f, Q~) (i = 1, 2), where the Q~ are primitive 
forms of discriminant d, Qi(x, y) = a~l x ÷ O~y 12, Im 0 i > 0. Then, 
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j(O 0 and g~,(O~) are in Q(j(M~O~)) (i = 1, 2) and, if ~ is an automorphism 
of the field of algebraic numbers such that j(MI01) ~ ---j(M~02) , then 
j (01)  ~ = j(O2) and  gMz(01) ~ = gMz(02). 
Proof. By Lemma 17, 
u(~) = lq (~ - j (o ) )  
0 
has rational coefficients, where the product is over a complete set of h(d) 
primitive inequivalent forms of discriminant d. By Lemma 14, 
V~(x,j(z))= [[ (x-- j(z) j(Mz) '~) 
M~$1(.¢) 
is a polynomial in x and j(z) with rational coefficients. Thus, 
W,~(x) = y[ V~(x, j(o)) 
0 
is also a polynomial with rational coefficients. For a particular primitive 
form QI of discriminant d and M 1 ~ S(f, Q1), we have j(01) as a common 
root of the two equations 
W(x) = O, Wn(j(MaO1)~x) = 0. (37) 
Further, by Lemmas 6, 17, and 18, we may find an integer n > 0 such 
that j(01) is the only common root of these two equations. As a result, we 
may find j(01) from these equations by the Euclidean algorithm and in 
particular j(01)~ Q(j(MI01) ). I f  we apply ~ to the two equations (37), 
we get the two new equations 
U(x) = o, w~(j(M2o2)"x) = o 
and j(O~)" is the unique common root of these equations. Since j(02) is a 
common root, j(01)~ = j(02). 
From (26) and (34), gMl(O~) is a common root in x of 
P(x,j(O~)) = O, R,~(j(M~Ox)~x,j(Ot)) = 0, (38) 
the equations having coefficients in Q(j(01) and Q(j(01), j(MIOI)), 
respectively, by Lemma 14. By Lemmas 6, 17 and 18, we may find an 
integer n > 0 such that gMl(01) is the only common root and hence by 
the first part of the lemma gM~(01) @ Q(j(MI01)). Also, by the first part 
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of the lemma and Lemma 14, if we apply ~ to the equations (38), we get 
the two equations 
P(x, j(02) ) = O, Rn(jM2Oz)~x,j(02)) = 0 
with the unique common root gMl(01) ~ which must therefore be gm~(Oz). 
7. CHANGEOVER TO IDEALS 
From (24) and (25) we have 
( 2) 
-- ~ log l~ gM(O)xM . (39) 
L(1, X, Q) 12[ k I ~/I d I M~S 
Thus, by Lemma 19, the e of Theorem 1 is in the field generated over Q 
by the j(OM)'S. To put ~ in a smaller field requires relating the Galois 
group of this field to the XM- The action of the Galois group on the 
j(OM) is well known, but in view of class field theory, it is most appro- 
priately expressed in terms of ideals. This section is devoted to the 
transition from forms to ideals. 
For the rest of this section, we will assume that d o is the discriminant of 
Q(Cd)  and that ~o = (d o 4- Cdo)/2. If  ~ and /3 are in Q(~/d) and are 
linearly independent over Q (this happens if and only if ,/~ -- 5/3 ;~ 0), 
then we call the set 
92 [~, 51 = {"*~ + ,,5)m, n c ;el 
a module in Q(~/d) (more exactly one would say that 92 is a full ;e-module 
in Q(~/d) but we won't be dealing with any other kind of module here). 
We say that {~,/3} is an (integral) basis of 92. Every element of Q(~/d) 
has a unique representation in the form ua 4- v/3, where u and v are in Q. 
The module 91 has a (clearly unique) basis of the form {r, s 4- to)}, where 
r, s, t are in Q, 0 ~< s < r, 0 < t; this basis is called the canonical 
basis of 92. Let ~ = (e I 4- f  leo)/g, /3 = (e 2 4-f2co)/g, where el ,  ez, 
f l ,  f2,  g are in 77, g > 0, and determine v I , v 2 in g so that v l f  1 4- %f2 = 
( f l ,  fz). If we replace the basis {%/3} of 92 by the basis {~',/3'} given by 
(~", 53 = (~, 5) t - - f l / ( f l  , f2) 
then the canonical basis of 92 is {[ a' I, /3' - -  he,'} for the appropriate 
hE77. 
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We define the product of two modules 91 = [~,/3] and b = [y, 8] to be 
91B = {mla~y 4- m2c~8 4- ma]~ 7 4- m4]~a ] ml, m2, ma, m4 ~ 77}. 
Then, 91b is also a module in Q(Cd).  One way to see this is to actually 
construct he canonical basis of 91b. This may be done very much as 
above. Set 
e 1 4- Am ea 4- f2oJ 
g g 
f i r  - -  e3 4- f3~° P8 - -  e4 + f4°) 
g g 
where the ej, f j  and g are in 77, g > 0. Determine u j ,  v j ( j  = 1, 2, 3, 4) 
so that uj ( f l  , f2 , fa , f4 )  = fj and ~)=1 v j f j  = ( f l , f2 , fa , f4 )  and let 
e = 52~=1 v je j .  Then an integral basis for 91b is given by 
{g-l(e 1 - -  ule , e 2 - -  u2e , e 3 - -  uae , e 4 - -  u4e), g le 4- g - l ( f t ,  f2 ,  f3 ,  f4)~°} • 
The  canonical basis for 91b is then given by subtracting the appropriate 
multiple of the first from the second and, if necessary, changing the sign 
of the first. Products are associative and commutative. 
If  91 = [~, ~] = [y, 8], then there is a unique two-by-two matrix 
M of rational numbers such that (~)= M(~). By the definition of 
a basis, M must be a matrix of integers and so must M -1. Thus, 
det M = ±1.  In particular, the number det(~ ~)z is independent of the 
basis of 91 and is called the discriminant of 91 and denoted by d(91). 
For positive integers f ,  we call DI = [1, f~o] the order of discriminant 
dof  2. Clearly ~I  is a subring of the ring of intergers :C1 of Q(Cd).  It 
is not difficult to see that any module containing 1 which is a ring must 
be one of the :C1 but we will not need this fact here. A module 91 such 
that 91:c1 C 91 is called a (fractional) ideal of £)j. Since 1 ~ :CI we have 
for all modules 91 and all orders :C i , ~ /D 91. Thus, ~I is an ideal of ~t  
implies 91~s = 91' If  91 is an ideal of :Cj and 91 C Di ,  91 is said to be an 
integral ideal of D I '  Frequently an ideal of :ci is given in the form 
91 = a~1 + ]3:Ct • Since this says 91 = [~, f i ]Dl ,  we can find an integral 
basis for 9,1 by the process of two paragraphs ago. If  91 and b are ideals of 
Dt then 91b is an ideal of ~ i  - Further, DI is an ideal of DI - 
An ideal 91 of :Ct is called a proper ideal of :CI if 91 is not an ideal of 
any :cg with g If, g < f- It is easily verified that if ~T is an ideal of :C I 
and !C~, then it is an ideal of :c(t,gl • Thus, there is at most onef  such that 
a module N is a proper ideal of :ci and then 91 is an ideal of :C o if and 
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only if f I g. I f  9/ = [~,/3] and we write ~co = r~ + s/3, /3co - -  t~ -F u/3 
with rational r, s, t, u, andf i s  the least common denominator  of r, s, t, u, 
then ~f~o and/3leo are in 9/ and thus 9/ is an ideal of £) I '  In  fact, 9/ is 
a proper ideal of £)1 • This is one way of f inding the unique f such that a 
given module 9 / i s  a proper ideal of £)1 " We will see other ways soon. 
I f  9/ = [~,/3] is a proper ideal of £)I,  then we define the norm of 9 / to  be 
- 83  
so that d(9/) = N(9/)~d(£) 3. In  particular, £)1 is a proper ideal of £)t 
and N(£)I) ---- 1. Also, for any 7 e Q(x/d) ,  N(79/)  ---- 
LEMMA 20. Let N = N l = (~fi -- 8fl)/(f ~/do) ~ O. The module 
9/ = [a, fl] is an ideal of £)I if  and only if a8/N 1 and t i f f iN/are integers. 
(Hence, 9/ is a proper ideal of £)I if  and only i f  f is the least common 
denominator of ~8/N 1 and tiff/N1). 
Proof. Define the rational numbers  x, y, w, z by the equations 
~f~o = x~ -[- y/3, /3f~o = w~ @ z/3. Then,  x, y, w, z are integers if and 
only if 9/ is  an ideal of £)1 " Since also &f(o = x& -~ y~, fif~ = w8 @ zfl, 
and ~o - -  o5 = ~/d 0 , we see that 
~flfio -- &fifo5 ~& /3fi @re5 -- &/3foJ 
x Nf  ~/d o Y N N Nf  VJdo 
In  particular, if 9/ is an ideal of £)1, then ~8/N and/3f i /N are integers. 
Suppose conversely thaty  and w are integers. Then,  
4 + x + z = fw + fdJ = fdo , x - - z - -  
Since 
= do f2 + 4~.  ~,  (40) 
we see that x @ z and x - -  z are integers which are both odd or both even 
according as fd  o is odd or even. Hence, x and z are also integers and 9/ 
is an ideal of £) I '  
A special case of Lemma 20 applies to bases of the form (r, s @ to)}. 
The  canonical basis of a module 9/ is of this form and then, when 9/ 
is an integral ideal of £)1, the following lemma summarizes Siitze 877 
and 878 of Landau [5]. 
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LEMMA 21. Suppose 91 = [rt, st -~ tfco], where r, s, t are rational 
numbers, r ~ O, t ~ 0. Then, 91 is an ideal of £)I if  and only if r, s, 
(s @ foJ)(s ~- f&)r -1 are integers and 91 is integral in £)f if and only if in 
addition t is an integer. I f  91 is an ideal of £)1, then it is a proper ideal of £)1 
if and only if (f, r, s) ---- 1 and then N(91) = [ rt2 l- 
Proof. Let ~ = rt, fl = st -? tfw. In Lemma 20, we have N = rt 2 and 
~/N -- ~, 3P,/N = (~ + J~)(~ + f~)~-~. 
Thus, in fact by Lemma 20, 91 is an ideal of £)1 if and only if r and 
(s -[-feo)(s + fd~)r -1 are integers. However, if these are integers, then s 
is the root of a quadratic equation with integral coefficients and leading 
coefficient 1 and thus s is also an integer. The rest of the lemma follows 
from what we have just proved. 
LEMMA 22. Let 91 = [~, fi] be a module in Q(~/d) and 
N = N I = (aft -- &fi)/(f Vd.o). 
Then, 91 is an ideal of £)j if  and only if the positive definite quadratic 
form of discriminant dof 2, 
Q(x, y) = ,, X E-l(~x + 3y)(~x + py), 
has integer coefficients. 91 is a proper ideal of £)1 if and only if Q(x, y) is a 
primitive form and then I N ] = N(91). (Hence, if Q(x, y) is defined with 
N x in place of N, 91 will be a proper ideal of 9/where f is the least common 
denominator of the coefficients of Q.) 
Proof. Set Q(x,y) = ax 2 +bxy+ cyL By Lemma 20, 91 is an 
ideal of £)1 if and only if a and c are integers. But, by (40), 
b 2 = dof 2 + 4ac 
so that b is an integer if a and c are integers (this also shows that the 
discriminant of Q(x, y) is d0f2). The rest of the 1emma follows from the 
part just proved. 
LEMMA 23. Suppose that 91~ and 91~ are ideals of £)1 with integral 
bases (r l ,  s 1 ~- foJ) and {r2 , s 2 -+- fw), respectively (thus r l ,  Sl, r2, s2 
are integers by Lemma 21), and suppose further that (r l ,  r2) ~ 1. Let 
v I and v 2 be integers such that vlr 1-~v3r 2 ~ 1. Then, a ~r l r  3, 
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= (VlrlS 2 / -vz r2s~)q- fo J  is an integral basis of 91~91~ (the canonical 
integral basis is then given by subtracting the appropriate multiple of  
f rom 15). 
Proof. Let (x 47 fco)(x 47 fd)) = x a q- mx 47 n, where m and n are 
integers. In particular, (f¢o) 2 = mfa2 - -  n. Now, 911912 is generated over 77 
by the four numbers 
r itz,  rl(s2 + fo,), r2(s ~ 47 fw), (s 1 + foo)(s z + foo) = (s~s 2 -- n) + (s 1 + s~ + m)foJ. 
Since vlr  1 q- v~r~ ~ 1, we may replace the second and third of these 
numbers by 
(vlrls~ 47 v2r2sl 47 fo2, --rlr,,s 2 47 rlr2sl) 
--~'2 
= (rls2 47 r l fw' rzsl 47 r2ft°) vo r 1 
and we may drop the latter since it is a rational integral multiple of rlr ~ . 
We are now down to the three generators over Z, 
r lr2, (vlris ~ 47 v2r2sl) + foo, (sis 2 - -  n) ~- (s I 47 s 2 ~- m)foJ 
and by subtracting (s 1 + sa 47 m) times the second from the third, we 
may replace the third by 
g = (sis 2 --  n) --  (s 1 -7 s2 + m)(vlrls2 47 v2r2sl). 
Thus, to prove the lemma, it suffices to prove that the integer g is 
divisible by r lr  2 . In fact, since ( r l ,  r~) ---- 1, it suffices to prove that 
r 1 {g, rz {g. Modulo r 1 we have 
g ~S lS  z -n - (s  1 q-s  2 +m)v2rzs 1 
sis 2 - n - (s 1 47s2 + m)s 1 
.Sl 2 - -  slm - -  n 
= (s~ +fo2)(s 1 +fd2) 
0(mod rl) 
since by Lemma 21, (sl +foo)(sl +fa,)/r 1 is an integer. Likewise, 
rz ]g and this proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 24. I f  9i is a proper ideal of 91 ,  then 91~ = N(91)9  1 . 
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Proof. Let ~.1-  [% 13], N = [&,/~]. Then, ~.IN is generated over 
Z by the four numbers 
or, equivalently, by 
If Q(x,y) = ax 2 4- bxy 4- cy ~" is the primitive quadratic form of 
discriminant dof 2 given by Lemma 22, then a& = N(9.1)a, ~ 4- &~ = 
N(9.I)b, fi/3 = N(~i)c and thus 2I~ = [N(9I), ~/~]. But now, (b ~z fdo)/2 
is an integer and 
ozfl -- N(gJ) b =V fdo d o ~ (o~fi -- &fi)/(N(~)f) 
2 -- ~N(q l ) f  2 = ±N(9.1)fw, 
(41) 
where the top sign is used if N(gX) = N in Lemma 22 and the bottom 
sign if N(~I) = - -N.  Thus, ~1~ = [N(gX), N(~I)foJ] = N(gX)£3,. 
LEMMA 25. I f  9J and b are proper ideals of £31, then 91b is a proper 
ideal of 9 t  and N(qlb) = N(9.i)N(b). 
Proof. If 9Xb is a proper ideal of £3~, then, by Lemma 24, 
N(~b)£3 o = (9.1b)(9~b) = (9.I~)(bb) = N(9/)N(b)£3±. 
Comparing the canonical bases of both sides proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 26. I f  9.1 = [~, fi] is a proper ideal of £31 and 
= + yp)N(vX)-I 0 
is in Q(~/d), where x and y are rational, then 79.I is an integral ideal in £3I 
if and only if x and y are integers, not both zero. 
Proof. We note that 
Now, y~ is an integral ideal in £3/if and only if ya and y/3 are in £3/. 
The four numbers as, aft, ~/3,/3/~ are in 9~ and thus by Lemma 24, if 
x and y are integers, y~ and 7/5 are in £3I • Now, from (41), there is a 
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rational integer m such that ~/~N(91) -1 -- m = 4-f~o and by conjugation, 
there is an integer n(=m k-fdo) such that c~N(9.I) -1 -  n = ~:fco. 
Hence, from 
+ ym) ~z yfw, 
where the two quantities in parentheses are rational, we see that 7~ and 
7fl in 23I imply x and y are integers. 
We can now give the main facts about ideals and their connection 
with quadratic forms. 
LEMMA 27. The set of all proper ideals of 9 1 forms a group under 
multiplication with unit element 23I • Under the equivalence relation 9I ~ b 
if there exists ~, ~ 0 in Q(~/d) such that 91 = 7b, the group splits up into a 
finite number of equivalence classes. The class of the product of two proper 
ideals depends only on their classes and thus the set of classes of proper 
ideals forms a finite abelian group whose unit element is the class of principal 
ideals, 723I. 
I f  91 : [~, fi] is a proper ideal of 23/ with Im(/3/~) > 0, then the 
quadratic form 
Q(x, y) = N(gd)-l(~x + fiy)(&x -¢- fly) (42) 
is a primitive positive-definite form with integral coefficients of discriminant 
dof ~. Any form can be so represented and two proper ideals of 231 are 
equivalent if an only if the corresponding forms are equivalent. As x, y run 
through all pairs of integers other than O, O, Q(x, y) runs through the norms 
of all integral ideals of 23I equivalent o 91 twice if dof ~ < --4, four times 
if dof 2 = --4, and six times if dof ~ = --3. 
Proof. If 9/ is a proper ideal of 23t, then 91 1 is given by N(~I)-I~. 
Thanks to Lemma 25, the first paragraph of the lemma is clear except 
for the part dealing with the finiteness of the number of ideal classes. 
This part will follow from the second paragraph, to which we now 
proceed. 
By Lemma 22, Q(x, y) is a primitive form of discriminant dof ~ and 
any primitive form Q(x, y) of discriminant dof 2 may be derived from 
the module 9/1 -- [a, aO] which is a proper ideal of 23I by Lemma 22 
(and has Im 0 > 0). If ~', p' is another integral basis for 9/ = [~, fi], 
6o7/7/3-9 
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then we have seen that there is a matrix of integers d of determinant 
~-1 such that 
In fact, Im(fi'/cd) > 0 if and only if det A = 1. I fb = [3, ~/](Im(7//8) > 0) 
is equivalent o 91, then for some y va 0 in Q(~/d), yb = 91 and thus 
for some A e f', (~) = A(~). Then, QA is the form derived from b with 
the basis {8, ~7}. Conversely, if the ideal b = [8, ~](Im(~//8) > 0) yields 
a form equivalent to Q, then, by Lemma 6, there is an A in _r' such that 
-q/3 = A(fi/~). Then, with y = ( t@@uA~)8  -1, we have (rYe) -- A(~) 
and yb = 91 so that b and 9/are equivalent. 
For the last part of the lemma, we note that by Lemma 26, yg/ is  an 
integral ideal if and only if y = (&x +/~y)N(9/) -1, where x and y are 
integers, not both zero. But 
N(yg/) = ygN(9/) = N(9/)-I(&x + fiy)(~x + fly) -- Q(x, y) 
and so we need only check on the number of different y's for which y." 
is a given integral ideal equivalent o 91. This number is equal to the -
number of y for which y91 = 91. But 791 = 91 if and only if Y£31 = £3s 
and this happens if and only if y is a unit in £3t " There are 2, 4, or 6 units 
in £31 according as dof 2 < --4, dof 2 = --4, or dof 2 = --3 and this 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
Two things should be emphasized in Lemma 27. The first is the 
restriction to bases {c~, ]3} with Im(fi/a) > 0 in deriving Q(x, y). Without 
this restriction, some ideal classes would give two form classes. The 
second thing is that we have a correspondence between ideal classes 
and form classes and not between ideals and forms. By choosing the 
basis of 9/ correctly, we can get any form equivalent to Q. We will denote 
classes of forms by {Q}, classes of ideals by {9/}. 
Let d = do f0  z. From this point on, modules 91 = [~,fi] will be 
written so that Im(/3/~) > 0. Suppose 91 = [a,/3] is a proper ideal of 
£3Io For M in S l ( f ) ,  we define a module 9/u = JaM, flU] by 
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Determine Q(x,y) by (42). Then, 
Q~,(x, Y) = Jo ~Jo . I ~( .~x  + s~Y) + ~( t .x  + ~r) l  ~ 
det(~u qM 1 [-1 
\°tM (XMI [2 
and thus, by Lemma 22, 91M is an ideal of ~i0i and tt is a proper ideal of 
£)Id if and only if M ~ S(f ,  Q). Let 
s (L  ~) - s(f ,  91, ~, ~) = s(f ,  Q). 
This set very definitely depends on the basis used for the ideal. Also 
91M depends upon the choice of basis and whenever we write 91u with 
M ~ S(f,  91, ~, fi), we are using the basis {c~, fi} to determine 9l~z. 
LEMMA 28. / f  91 = [=, fi] is a proper ideal of ~3to and M, 
N ~ S(f,  91, ~, ~), then 91M is equivalent to 91N if andonly i fM is  equivalent 
to N (note d < --4). Any proper ideal of 9io I equals 9.I M for some proper 
91 in 9io and some choice of basis {~, ~} for 91 and some M ~ S(f,  91, % 13). 
I f  b = [~,, 3], det N = f and b N is equivalent o 91~ then b is equivalent 
to ~. 
Proof. Thanks to Lemma 27, this is just Lemmas 7 and 10 
reformulated. 
LEMMA 29. Suppose 91 = [~, fi], b = D', 3] are proper ideals in 
9to and M and N are in S(f ,  91, a, [3) and S(f ,  b, 7, ~), respectively. 
Then, there is a ¢ in the class {9/} .{b} and an R in S(f,  ¢) such that 
{¢.) = {~tM) • {~) .  
Proof. We will choose the ideals 9I, b, 91M and bn in their classes to 
have a special form so as to expedite the proof. Determine the quadratic 
forms Q and Q' of discriminant df 2 from the ideals 91M and b N by means 
of (42). By Lemma 9, Q and Q' are equivalent to two primitive forms of 
the type 
aX 2 + bfXY -5 cfZY 2, a'X 2 - /b ' fXY  + c'fZY 2, 
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respectively, with (a, a') = 1. Then, by Lemmas 27 and 28, the modules 
1 
' 2 J 
are equivalent o 9/M, DN, 9/, and b, respectively, and we will now 
rename 9/M, [~u, 9/, and b to be these modules. But now, since (a, a') = 1, 
we may determine a basis {r, s + f0~o} for 9/b = ff by Lemma 23, and 
then the same lemma gives the basis {r,f(s -k f0 o~} for 9/MbN and thus 
9/MbN = fie, where F = (0 ~ 0). This proves the lemma. 
There is also a way of creating a 1 --  1 correspondence between 
certain proper ideals of tD/and certain proper ideals of ~D 1 . An integral 
ideal 9,[ = [rt, st + tfoJ] of tD I (where r, s, t are integers by Lemma 21) 
is said to be relatively prime to an integer n if (rt, n) = 1 (this is equiva- 
lent to saying 9/-f- ntD/ = tDi). By Lemma 21, if 9/is relatively prime to f, 
then 9/ is a proper ideal of ~D t .  Every proper ideal 9/ of ~D I that is 
relatively prime to f has a unique basis of the form [rt,f(st + toJ)] 
with t> 0, 0 ~ s < r (this depends only on having ( r , f ) -  1). 
Also, by Lemma 21, if r, s, t are integers, ( r , f )  = 1, then [rt, f (st  -k tm)] 
is an ideal of tD i if and only if [rt, st -4- to~] is an ideal of tDa . 
LEMMA 30. The map 
[rt, f(st d- tw)] ~ [rt, st -~- tw], 
where r, s, t are integers uch that t > O, 0 ~ s < r, r ] (s d- o~)(s @ ~), 
(rt, f )  = 1, is a 1 -- 1 multiplication, conjugation, and norm-preserving 
map of the integral ideals of ~D I that are relatively prime to f onto the 
integral ideals of D 1 that are relatively prime to f. 
Proof. The norm in both cases is rt 2 by Lemma 21. The problem is 
thus to prove that multiplication is preserved. Suppose that 9 /and b are 
integral ideals in 91 that are relatively prime to f. Then, the proper 
ideals in 91 corresponding to 9/, b, and 9/b are 9/c~ tD I , b c~ tD 1 , and 
(9/b) r~ tD I , respectively. It is clear that 
(9 /~ ~)(~, n ~)  c (9/~,) r~ ~ 
and, further, both sides have norm N(9I)N(b). Therefore, both sides are 
equal, and multiplication is indeed preserved. 
We also have to translate the numbers j(O), j(OM), and gM(O) to the 
ideal notation. If  9/ = [% ~] is a proper ideal of Ds0 and Q(x, y) is given 
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by (42), then 0 -- fi/o~ and hence j(O) = j(~/o O. In fact, j(~/c~) depends 
only on the ideal 91 and not on the basis {a, fi} with Im(fi/a) > 0 that is 
used for 9/ and we may therefore write j (9 / )= j (~/a) .  Likewise, if 
M ~ S( f ,  Q) - S ( f ,  9/, o~, ~) then J(9/u) = j(Ou). If M E S( f ,  9/, % ~), 
then we wish to write gM(O) as g(9/u). To do this, we have to show that 
if b = [7, 8], r/ =8/7 ,  and NES( f ,b ,y ,  8) is such that b~v= 9/u,  
then gv(O) = gN(rl). By Lemma 28, b is equivalent to 9/, and thus there 
is an A e F and ~ e Q(~/d) such that 
(¢u] and hence Also, there exists B ~ 2' such that B(~ N) = ,~M, 
In particular, MO ~ BNAO,  and hence QM = QBNA SO that by Lemma 7 
(d < --4) BNA = CM for some C c F. Hence 
~9/M = 9/M, and therefore ~IoI  = £)id, ~ is a unit in 9io / and hence 
= ~: 1, C = ~I, BNA = ~M. Hence, 
gN(rl ) = f12 f12 = f~2~--iZ __ gM(O)" 
Thus we may set g(NM) ---- gM(O) without ambiguity. 
LEMMA 31. I f  M and N are in S( f ,  9/) and S( f ,  b), respectively, 
where 91 andb are proper ideals of g]o , then j(9~) and g(9/u) are in Q(j(9/M) 
and if a is an automorphism of the field of algebraic numbers, j(9/M) ~ = 
j(bN) , then j(9.1) ~ ~- j(b) and g(9.IM) ~ = g(b~). 
Proof. This is Lemma 19 in the ideal form. 
The numbers XM may be written in the form X(9/M) (with f ~ ]k ]) 
also. We define X(9/u) = x(N(bu)), where b N is an integral ideal in the 
class {g[u} whose norm is relatively prime to k; such ideals exist by 
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Lemmas 9 and 27. Clearly, X now acts as a character on the group of 
proper ideal classes of £)101kJ • Finally, if 9/ = [~, p] is a proper ideal of 
~1o, Q(x, y) is given by (42), and we set S(9/) = S(] k [, 9/, ~, fl),then 
the ideal forms of (25) and (39) are 
and 
X(9/M) = O, (43) 
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L(1, x ,O) - -  121kT~/~]  l°g( M~S'l,~)l~ g(9/~,t)x(%t) 2) - (44) 
8. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Again in this section, we let d ~ dofo 2 < --4, where d o is the discrimi- 
nant of Q(x/d). 
LEMMA 32. Let 9/~ be a proper ideal of £?/d " The field 
K = Q(~/d,J(9/M)) 
is a normal extension of Q(X/d) of degree h(df2). The Galois group G of 
K/Q( X/d) is isomorphic to the abelian group of proper ideal classes of 91o I . 
This isomorphism is given explicitly by the rule that, if cr = a(bN) corresponds 
to the class {b~}, then 
j(9/M) ~ = j(~Mb~). 
Proof. This is contained in the Erster Hauptsatz of Deuring [2]. 
We will now identify G with the group of{9/~}in order to avoid needless 
repetition of the phrase, "the isomorphism of Lemma 32." 
LEMMA 33. Let 9/ be a proper ideal of gto so that j(91) is in the field K 
of Lemma 32. The subgroup of G fixing j(91) is the group G' of classes 
{(910)M} with M ~ S(f, ~3to)" 
Proof. By Lemmas 17 and 32, the subgroup of G fixing j(9/) is of 
order h(dfZ)/h(d) and this is precisely the number of elements in G'. 
Further, by Lemmas 29 and 32, G' is a group and it does fix j(9/). 
Let H be the subgroup of G' consisting of those classes {(910)M}for 
which X((~1o)~ ) = 1. By (43) with 9/ = ~i0, H is a subgroup of G' of 
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index 2. Let K '  = Q(~/d, j(9/)), where 91 is a proper ideal of 9So giving 
the form Q from (42); K '  is the fixed field of G'. We let K" be the fixed 
field of H; by Galois theory, K" is a quadratic extension of K'. 
LEMMA 34. The unit • of Theorem 1 is in the real subfield of K". 
Proof. Since • is real, it suffices to show that • is in K". By (44), 
we may write • = ~ where 
¢ = H g(9/M) ~°~MI- 
MES(~) 
By Lemmas 29, 31, and 32, H fixes ~. If ~ is the automorphism of K/Q 
given by p" = t5 for all p in K, then clearly 
j(9.1~vt) ~ = j(flM/~t) = j(-- f lM/~) = J(~M) 
for all proper 9/M in ~)iolkl - Thus, ~-a(9/M) = ~(~t)z.  Also, if {~-IM} is 
in H, so is {~M} and hence zH = Hr. Therefore, H fixes ~ also and hence 
• is in K". 
To complete the proof of Theorem 2, we have only to show that 
K" = K'(x/k). But by (1), either %(k > 0) or eka(k < 0) is in K" so 
that ~/k (or ~/kd and hence ~/k also) is in K". Thus, it suffices to show 
that ~/k is not in K'. By Lemma 30, we may map the integral ideals of 
9io that are relatively prime to)Co onto the integral ideals of 91 that are 
relatively prime to fo with the principal ideals (a + bfoco) 91o being 
mapped to principal ideals (a + bf0oJ)~l . Lemma 32 now suggests (and 
Deuring proves as part of the Erster Hauptsatz [2, p. 23]) that K '  is a 
ring class field over Q(vSd) with conductor equal to f0- Hence 
the only prime ideals (in £)1) of Q(~d)  that are ramified in K '  are 
divisors of f0 [1, p. V-7] and since (k, d )= 1, ~/k can't be in K'. 
Alternatively, one can argue that, if ~/k E K', then ~/k must be in the 
genus field of ~Io which is the union of quadratic fields whose discriminant 
divides d and is also the maximal subfield of K '  that is abelian over 
Q[2, Section 18], and this contradicts the fact that (k, d) = 1. 
9. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Consider the case that d is the discriminant of Q(x/d). In evaluating 
L(s, X, Q), we have been led from a form of discriminant d to forms of 
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discriminant dk 2 to ideals of 91k I and, at the end of the last section, to 
ideals of 91 . It is possible to interpret L(s, X, Q) in terms of ideals of 91 
from the start. Let 9I be an integral ideal of 91 and define 
X(9/) = x(N(9/)). In particular, X(9/) = 0 if and only if 96 and (k) are 
not relatively prime ideals. Also, if 96 = (~) is a principal ideal with 
~ r(mod Ik ]) for some rational integer r, then X(9/) = 1. Hence, 
X(9/) is a so-called ring class character (mod ] k [). By Lemma 27, we 
may now write L(s, X, Q) as 
L(s, X, 3) = ~ X(9-I)N(9/) -s, 
where the sum is over all integral ideals of 91 in the single class ~ of 
ideals corresponding to {Q} by Lemma 27. 
Thus, L(s, X, 3) is almost one of Hecke's L-functions, the difference 
being that Hecke summed over all ideal classes. We get around this by 
introducing the h = h(d) characters X(1) .... , X (h) of the group of ideal 
classes (of 91) of Q(~/d) and write xx(5)(9/) : x(91)X(J)({9/}) so that the 
XX (j) are also ring class characters (mod ] k 1)- The Hecke L-function 
corresponding to XX I j) is 
L(s, xx(') = ~ xx('(~t)N(Va)-s, 
9I 
where the sum is over all integral ideals of 91 . If  31 ,..., ~a denote the 
ideal classes of £31 , then, for each j, 
h 
L(s, XX (j)) = ~ X(J)(3~)L(s, X, 3i) (45) 
i=1  
and, for each i, 
h 
L(s, X, 30 = h-1 ~ X.<J)(3i)L( s, XX(J))" (46) 
j= l  
Thus, we may evaluate L(s, XX (j)) by Theorem 2 and, conversely, 
we may evaluate L(s, X, 3i) from L(s, XX(J)). One would confidently 
expect our original problem to be very simple in that the values of Hecke 
L-series at s = 1 must surely be known. It is here that we find that 
Kronecker's limit formula and its generalizations give the values of 
certain Hecke L-series at s = 1, not in terms of logarithms of algebraic 
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numbers ,  but  in terms of certain funct ions and their integrals (see for 
example Meyer  [6]). In  the case of Hecke L-series for imaginary quadrat ic  
fields, Ramachandra  [7] has evaluated these funct ion (his result gives a 
weaker version of Theorem 2), but  only very specialized results are 
known for ground fields other than these and Q itself. However,  the 
results that are known all fit a pattern and this leads to a general conjecture 
that will be the subject of a future paper in this series. 
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